SUMMARY OF INFORMATION.

SUBJECT: Economic and Military Activity in Albania.

From a confidential source coming from Yugoslavia, and whose reports are considered as reliable by this Agent, the following information has been received:

1. During the last days of the month of June a Yugoslav commercial mission of 8 people has been in Albania. Their purpose is to help formulate a plan of economic union with Yugoslavia and Russia. This mission has been at Berati and, through Bragonzesa left for Elbasan. The mission has visited the oil wells in Albania.

2. The Third Brigade of the Division "National Defense" has been formed with headquarters in Scadar. This Division is doing police work - it has structure and organization similar to that of the paratroopers, but has no heavy weapons.

3. An artillery division, with 75 m/m guns has been seen in the Zone of Tepelene-Buceaj. The division has been cut for maneuvers and is not motorized.

4. Headquarters of the 6 paratroopers divisions are in Bizzai - one brigade of this Division is in Cucus.
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